VARNISH TECHNIQUES
BULLETIN #6

This bulletin is issued by S.D. Warren Company for the purpose of aiding pressmen in
dealing with the complexities of the printing and lithographic processes. The information contained herein is a combination
of the findings of scientists and the observations of experienced craftsmen. No true
scientist will claim that existing knowledge
is complete, and no sincere craftsman will
pose as a final authority and therefore the
text of this bulletin represents merely the
considered opinions of experienced and
thoughtful analysts.

WARREN

VARNISH TECHNIQUES:
CREATING NEW DIMENSIONS IN PRINTING
Think for a moment. Is there a particular
booklet or mailer that stands out in your
what feature or features have kept
Could it be artwork? Photos? Typography
or design? Unusual format or innovative
printing effects?
Whatever created that impression...
whatever set this one piece apart from all
those others that crossed your desk and
were forgotten...was clearly well worth
the thought and effort it required.
In this bulletin you'll learn many techniques for using varnish to add to the
memorability of your projects. While varnish continues to be one of the best ways
of protecting a printed piece, you may find
its uses in desian even more valuable.

The demonstrations we've included cover
most of the popular design techniques...
as well as the practical or utilitarian ones.
With each demonstration there is a discussion that provides everything you need
to know in order to duplicate it yourself.
Emphasis is on techniques that are within
the repertoire of most experienced printers. We hope that you'll discover applications which work for you and that you'll
take advantage of our budget-saving tips.
When it's important to make your project
stand out from the crowd, one of the surest ways to do it is with varnish!

WHAT IS VARNISH?

Varnish could be thought of as a variety
of ink. It is either clear or tinted, glossy or
dull, and it behaves on press much like
ordinary ink.
From the utilitarian viewpoint, varnish is a
sealer that overprints ink and paper, helping to protect them from being scratched
and scuffed. Dull varnish...in addition to
providing protection without the slipperiness associated with gloss...is sometimes
used to reduce glare on glossy stock and
thus increase readability.
For design effects, gloss and dull varnishes
are used independently or in combination.
Applied overall, they can make a sheet
sparkle or give it a smooth and satiny finish. As "spot varnish," they add crispness
to photography, brilliance to color, interest
and clarity to charts and diagrams.
They can operate "behind the scenes,"
too...subtly reinforcing other elements
without alerting the viewer to their own
presence.
Varnish can even be an eye-catcher on its
own. When tinted, it may be substituted
for ink. As a separate element in design,
it creates dimension that is simply not
achievable in any other way

CONTENTS
Part One
Utilitarian or passive uses of varnish...
protection, readability and getting 5-unit
effects from a 4-unit press.
Part Two
Basic design effects...ways of raising any
component of a job into the realm of the
extra special.
Part Three
Advanced design effects...demonstrates
what can be achieved when you're ready
to expend a bit more thought, time, and
effort.
Appendix
Technical background and ways of circumventing common varnishing problems.
NOTE: Except where otherwise indicated,
the paper used throughout this bulletin is
Lustro Gloss.

HOW DOES VARNISH WORK?

What is usually most noticeable about a
varnished piece is the general crispness of
its illustrations and typography and the
depth and saturation of its colors. Furthermore, certain images may stand out and
others, by comparison, recede. This latter
effect is produced by variable reflectivity...
which can be used for separating images,
creating emphasis, and providing surprises
in design.
Gloss varnish creates a surface that
appears smoother than the paper/ink combination it overprints. Gloss varnished
images appear sharper because light
reflected through the clear varnish film
travels to the viewer's eye with minimal
diffusion.
Dull varnish imparts a velvety texture,
which scatters and diffuses light...eliminating glare. Thus dull varnished images and
type have a softer look than those either
printed on plain paper or overprinted with
gloss varnish.
Effects achieved with a single varnish can
often be heightened by using a combination
of varnishes... by applying a second hit to
reinforce the effect produced by the first...
or by playing varnishes off against dull and
gloss inks or against gloss and dull coated
papers. For in each case, variable reflectivity
is accentuated.
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No varnish This diagram
represents the surface of a
coated paper overprinted
with a uniform film of ink.
Such a paper-ink combination produces a surface
that is relatively smooth.
You will notice only slight
variations in the angles
at which light rays are
reflected back to your eyes.
Consequently, there is neither a significant diffusion
of light nor a pronounced
dulling of the printed
image.

Gloss varnish Gloss
varnish fills in the irregularities of a paper and ink
surface and dries to form
its own, which is virtually
level. Because light rays
reflect off this smoother
surface at identical angles,
there is little if any diffusion and the printed image
appears crisp and sharp.

Dull varnish When dull
varnish overprints paper
and ink, it produces a
velvet-like effect. This is
because dull varnish contains platelets that rise to
the surface as it sets and
dries. The final arrangement of these platelets is
so irregular that light rays
striking them are reflected
in many different directions, diffusing the light.
The printed surface,therefore, appears dull.

WHAT ARE YOUR OPTIONS?
Any effect that you
intend to create with
varnish will be strongly
influenced by your choice
of paper and, to some
degree, by your ink. Here
and on the following
three spreads, we'll demonstrate what happens
when these elements
are combined in various
ways. As you'll see,
it's their interplay that
affords you so many
options for using varnish
as an element of design.
This demonstration
shows not only how varnish changes the appearance of an ink surface but
also how that appearance
is further affected by a
change in paper. All three
segments were printed
with the same black ink.
The first is unvarnished,
the second overprinted
with gloss varnish, the
third with dull varnish.
Now compare the difference between those segments printed on this
gloss coated stock and
those printed on dull,
page 7 and cream, page 11.

Even on plain paper
there's an effect. These
bars are simply overprints of clear gloss and
dull varnish. Note the
considerable difference
between the prints on
this gloss coated stock
and those on dull coated
white, page 7.

N O VARNISH

GLOSS VARNISH

DULL VARNISH

GLOSS VARNISH

DULL VARNISH

DULL VARNISH

It almost goes without
saying that coated
papers...with their
smooth surfaces and
excellent holdout...yield
the best varnish effects.
On uncoated paper...with
rougher surfaces and
greater absorption...few
of the demonstrations
included in this booklet
would be possible.
GLOSS VARNISH

THIS STOCK IS LUSTRO DULL

WHAT ARE YOUR OPTIONS?
NO VARNISH

GLOSS VARNISH

DULL VARNISH

DULL VARNISH
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THIS STOCK IS LUSTRO DULL

7LOSS VARNISH

DULL VARNISH

WHAT ARE YOUR OPTIONS?
NO VARNISH

GLOSS VARNISH

DULL VARNISH

GLOSS BLACK INK

DULL BLACK INK

NO VARNISH

GLOSS VARNISH

DULL VARNISH

THIS STOCK IS LUSTRO DULL CREAM
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WHAT ARE YOUR OPTIONS?
By combining varnishes
and creating different levels of reflectivity, you can
separate and heighten
contrasts among various
parts of an image. We've
done that here by "reinforcing"surface textures.
Gloss varnish overprints
the shiny water droplets;
dull varnish overprints the
satiny skin and flowerets
of the broccoli. The rough
wood planks and elastic
band are left unvarnished
to create still another
level of reflectivity.

THIS STOCK IS
LUSTRO DULL CREAM

When you think about it,
it's not surprising that ink
coverage also influences
varnish effects. In the
unvarnished print (top),
you can see that ink film
thickness varies from
extremely light...where
spray is breaking over
the rocks...to heavy...on
the rocks themselves.
When such an image is
overprinted with varnish
(middle), there is a discernible difference in
gloss level between
those areas where heavy
ink coverage provides a
smooth, even base for
the varnish and those
areas where ink barely
covers the paper surface.
In a case such as this, if
it's important that gloss
level be uniform over the
entire print, you can give
it a second "hit" (bottom). The first acts like a
primer, filling any irregularities in the paper/ink
surface so that the second film of varnish will
dry smoothly and evenly.
This second hit was
applied off-line, in a separate pass through the
press.

„

PART ONE
UTILITARIAN USES OF VARNISH
"Shiny and well protected" is how most
people would describe a varnished piece.
They think primarily of the utilitarian use of
varnish, which undoubtedly remains an
important one.
Varnish protects catalog and report covers
from spills and fingerprints...record
albums from having their often elaborate,
expensive artwork worn away as they're
slipped in and out of racks over the years.
The demonstrations on the following pages
include protection, of course, but go well
beyond. You'll learn, for example, what
combinations of varnish and paper can
produce sparkling halftones and at the
same time insure qlare-free text.

UTILITARIAN USES OF VARNISH
Protect your image! Gloss
varnish applied overall not
only adds luster to design
but also helps to guard this
book jacket against damage caused by an occasional mishap.

Without varnish...pity the
poor album jacket as it
slides in and out of the rack
year after year. Overall
gloss would have provided
a surface smooth enough
to ease that action and
hard enough to reduce the
scuffing.
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UTILITARIAN USES OF VARNISH

gglSBlIHBISIHBS
? W S l S S h e Red Delicious as America's favorS S f o r marketing reasons...tocapital,zeon
the red's popularity.
Lmr is liaht- to deep-gold, often with palestripes that
°°1 * S whftetotahMan.Like the red, it has an
useinpiesandpastry.
itoriqinatedfromachance cross between a Golden
Renette(asmallEuropeanyellow)andtheAmen^
GrimesGolden.Th^^^
of Beweli Muliin in Clay County, West Wg^ia, about
1800 He named itMullin's Yellow Seedling. Its current
name wasgiven about one hundred years later.

REDDBJCKXJS
The world's most photogenic (and photographed)
apple. Asidefrom contributing to good looks, its thick
skin makes the Red Delicious an especially durable
"shipper and keeper."
Color is darkred,sometimes with faint brown stripes.
Shape is pointed or ovoid. Flesh is crisp although it
tends toward being overly tender. Flavor sweet and
very mild. For eating raw only.
It is the most widely grown and profitable apple in the
U.S.Trees are heavy producers and do well in all our
apple growing regions.
First called the "Hawkeye" by its originator Jesse Hiatt,
aQuakerfarmer from Peru, Iowa. Unknown whether
produced from a graft or found as a chance seedling.
Has been heavily promoted by nurseries and growers
since 1900.
GRANNY SMITH
An increasingly popular apple in American markets.
Highly versatile, it is good for eating raw and excellent
forcooking.
Color is dark- to yellow-green, usually having small
whrteorgrey flecks. Size medium to large. Flesh hard,
cnsp.and juicy. Flavor subacid to moderately sweet.
^wnmainly in the southern hemisphere, particularly
H2T1 Wrunsfrom May through Octo^.npeningfromOctoberthrough March

^"OTtastwood^earSydneyAustralia.

Consider your options.
When the job is too
important to allow compromises on either the
appearance of halftones
or the readability of text,
you can go two ways.
Option 1 (shown here):
use a gloss coated stock
to assure sparkle in your
halftones...then apply
a dull varnish over the
text to reduce glare and
improve readability. Do
you want apples with
even more impact? Give
them a hit of gloss
varnish, too.
Or...Option 2: start with
dull coated stock and gloss
varnish the halftones.
Either way, varnish
increases your options,
reduces the compromises.

\ practical tip. Here's
IOW to get the effect of
our colors plus varnish
vithout paying either for
ime on a five-unit press
jr for off-line finishing,
toth prints were proceed on the same press
jnd in a single pass. The
iifference? The colors in
tie one on the right are
* mixture of 25% gloss
famish and 75% ink.
rruly a budget-stretching
ormulation.
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PART TWO
BASIC DESIGN EFFECTS
With varnish, a creative designer can
take a two-dimensional medium.. .print...
and push it toward the third dimension.
This is done not only by exploiting the best
features in each of your materials...paper,
ink, and varnish...but by taking advantage
of the "multiplier" effect.
By that w e mean combining materials in
ways that produce more than what you'd
expect when considering them individually.
You saw it done earlier in the booklet...
with various combinations of varnish and
paper. Now you'll see how different varnishes can be used together, set off from
unvarnished surfaces, and because of the
variable reflectivity built up, create images
that seem to rise from the page.

Take the scene on page 27, for example,
where polished objects have been overprinted with gloss varnish, non-reflective
objects with dull, and the background left
unvarnished.
Many of the demonstrations in this section
are much simpler...overall varnish, small
accent spots, frames, and patterns. But
whether simple or elaborate, each of them
illustrates our basic point.
With the creative use of varnish, you
can squeeze a little something extra out
of each of your materials. And that, to the
reader's eye, can be quite memorable!

BASIC DESIGN EFFECTS
Varnish shows character,
and when applied overall,
protects... but here gloss
varnish also reinforces the
surface textures and color
saturation of glistening
leaves and thick, shiny
paint. With such heavy
ink coverage as a base,
varnish takes on an even
glossier look.

Just a
little
spot can
do it!
Want to
makeaparticuar element really
stand out? Overprint the main
image with dull
varnish and hit
the detail with
gloss.
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A perfect match. When
varnish is well suited to a
subject...as it is here
with dull varnish completely overprinting the
non-reflective surfaces of
weathered shingles and
arustycrossbuck...the
essence of that subject
is conveyed.

SP»<*OSS „ S M B *
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BASIC DESIGN EFFECTS
Creating illusions of
depth. Selective spots of
gloss and dull varnish
over drop shadows, along
borders, and within patterns...extend even further the illusions already
present in this elaborate
Victorian design.

«
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Ornish can also function
idependently and create
depth of its own.These
ows of grey bars are
rinted in gloss varnish.The
ackground is unvarnished,
he effect is one of objects
loafing in space on two
Afferent planes.
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BASIC DESIGN EFFECTS
When it's sleek and slippery...smooth and soapy
...gloss varnish applied
overall helps impart the
"feel" of the subject.

To emphasize the various
surfaces in this image
spots ofvarnish have beer
applied "compatibly"..!
gloss on polished, reflec
tive objects, dull on soft
velvety ones. Then wit
the intermediate area;
unvarnished... like the
table top...there's still <
third level of reflectivity

And when it's woolen
and fleecy...dull varnish,
of course.

You can make it glitter!
Applied to the highlights
and shadows in the intricate design of this cigar
box label, spots of gloss
and dull varnish create the
illusion of actual relief.

BASIC DESIGN EFFECTS
Still another example of
using varnish to reinforce
the characteristics of
different elements in one
image. The mirror is hit
with a spot of gloss varnish to make it shine.

A comment on the
sources of postmodern
architecture? Or simply a
play on similarity and
contrast? Bands of alternating gloss and dull
overprint two images in
transition. With this technique, you could also
dramatize processes or|
events unfolding in time
The image was created!
mechanically, by stripping
together sections of two
photographs. Compare it
with other methods of
creating graduated effects
demonstrated on pages
46 and 47
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BASIC DESIGN EFFECTS
You might have done the
grid in ink. But the overall
effect wouldn't have
approached the elegance
and subtlety of this one...
in spot dull varnish. On
those occasions when
you're working with images
that could benefit
from special enhancement, varnish should be
an integral part of your
thinking.

Four of the original
"Transformers"... which
have inspired a generation of TV cartoon heroes
and some of today's most
popular toys.
As with many "group"
photos, this one uses
callouts to identify each
member. Here we go even
further to underscore
separate identities by
hitting our transformers
alternately with spots of
gloss and dull varnish.
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The image on this book
cover is entirely the result
of a difference in reflectivity between dull varnish on
the background and gloss
on the silhouette. It's a
dramatic foil for dropout type.

Reversing the process,
this silhouette is overprinted with dull varnish,
giving it shape against a
gloss background.

•n\Vs*e contrast

BASIC DESIGN EFFECTS

Cost of sales- andadintaislI ative expenses
ScS^oprnent..

•

Ptoiitftom operations
Other income (e^ensel

23,988
(24,555)
(4,500)

26,098
(38,040)
(6,942)

16,580
75,995
(38,066)
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gotdinarvgam..----

186,000
23,657
"754^28
21,444
"^596766

190,863

_J6A33
"^730
72,455

"197/L85

222,224
72,951

"1^273
24,949
"^174^222

pis is a technique to conderfor adding visual
terest...or actually for
bnveyingmoreinformapn with a single image,
lere the photograph is
verprinted in clear gloss
arnish. The text is that of
n emergency broadcast.
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An
Anthology
Barnyard
Humor
by
Doctor Higgins
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Time to consider point-ofpurchase.Withawell
designed dust jacket, you
have the advantage on a
cluttered, competitive
bookstore shelf. Suggestion: because many jackets today are varnished,
try using both dull and
gloss varnishes.
In this example, the barnboards are dull varnished
overall and the type block
hit with spot gloss, creating an illusion of depth
and bringing extra attention to the title.

BASIC DESIGN EFFECTS
For cutaways and diagrams that you want viewers to be able to "look
through," you can capitalize on the transparency of
varnish. It creates a film
over your artwork that is
almost like glass.
Here gloss varnish
overprints the top of a
rectangular solid. Dull
overprints the front left.
The front right remains
unvarnished. An additional benefit of combining varnishes in this way
is the three-dimensional
look it creates.
With the cylinders below,
we've utilized our three
degrees of reflectivity for
a different purpose...
reinforcing the separate
identities of each of the
cylinder parts. The tops
are hit with dull varnish,
the wedges with gloss,
while what remains is
left unvarnished.
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For creating high-spirited
effects, you can't do better than varnish.This
scene uses a gloss for the
room and the live occupants and a dull to set
off the ghost Then to give
emphasis to the caption,
we leave the copy block
unvarnished.
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BASIC DESIGN EFFECTS
Results can be equally
impressive in white-onwhite. We created this
fish silhouette with an
overprint of clear gloss
varnish. The result is
solely a product of
differential reflectivity
between varnish and
paper. The eye in fourcolor process provides
a nice counterpoint.
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The contrast between
glass and paper is considerably heightened by
overprinting the bottles
with gloss varnish
and their labels with
dull. It's a combination
that stands out.
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BASIC DESIGN EFFECTS
Again we see an image
that employs varnishes
to create three levels of
reflectivity...evoking the
tactile qualities of three
different objects. Over
both the water drop and
the foreground spill is an
overprint of gloss. The
formica grid is unvarnished and rendered simply in ink on gloss coated
stock. Finally the soft,
porous tissue is overprinted with dull varnish.

For the moment, at least,
let's forget ink.There
are numerous situations
in which varnish may do
the job better...at least
more subtly.
You've already seen it
used alone as a clear
overprint...toforma
silhouette. With a tinted
varnish you can go
further, as we have here
in creating this North
African rug pattern.
Interesting effects can be
achieved by using different
varnish tints...asyou see
below in the line of
hydrants. Even a single tint
may suffice...note the logo.
As they say, possibilities
are limited only by one's
own imagination.
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BASIC DESIGN EFFECTS
By the use of varnishes
the designer has made
the image considerably
stronger...glossonthe
stones, dull on the wood.
Think how many other juxtapositions of texture,
color, and shape could be
reinforced by the intelligent use of varnish.

Here, in fact, is one d
them. The water line is sj
soft in this photograp
that it's virtually imposs]
ble to detect. Only b|
overprinting the pool
with gloss varnish and thJ
sandy area with dull is
possible to show wherd
one stops and the
other begins
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PART THREE
ADVANCED DESIGN EFFECTS
For some of the demonstrations in this
final section, varnish is applied as halftone
dots.. .creating a roundness which at a
glance might actually be taken for three
dimensional. In others, it's applied tonally
...either blending or separating different
images to produce an illusion of reality that
far surpasses what many readers would
expect to see in print.
While varnish used in these ways can
give your work a "specialness" that helps
it to linger in people's memories, many
of these techniques are applicable to everyday jobs. You don't have to wait for an
annual report or other special project to
create a sensation!

ADVANCED DESIGN EFFECTS

I
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Artwork. The degrade
here was created by line
art...drawnsothatthe
spray would gradually
disappear as the dots
became fewer and more
widely spread. The silhouette of the can is
printed in tinted gloss
varnish; the dots composing the spray are printed
in tinted dull.

f

e images on these
|cing pages illustrate
tee approaches to creng "tonal" effects or
legrade,"...asoft,
aduated transition
tween areas overjinted with varnish
dthose that are
lit...or between areas
r
erprinted by two differlt varnishes.

bt etching. The degrade
V this crop duster was
pated by dot etching a
iparation negative. From
is negative, a press
late was made for the
pll varnish that overints the spray. Examine
closely to see how
ie spray softens at the
bttom edge, gradually
sappearing into the
bckground.-.justas it
puld in reality.
Camera work. The highlight and shadow effects
in this ivy were achieved
without any manipulation
of negatives or dot etching, and without any special artwork. All was done
by the camera. What is
remarkable about this
print is its "dimensionality," the gradual transition
from dark to light, dull to
glossy. The two varnishes
actuallyfollowthe contrast range of the image.
Here's how it was done:

P
First a black and white
film negative was made
from the original color
transparency. This nega-

tive was then used to
make a plate for the gloss
varnish which overprints
the highlight areas.

p
Next, a black and white
film positive was made
from the film negative
...and used to make a

second plate to overprint
the shadows with dull
varnish.
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ADVANCED DESIGN EFFECTS
This combination of dull
and gloss over the figure
produces a strong effect.
Notice that peak gloss
occurs in the highlights and
gradually diminishes into
the shadows. It's another
example of the tonal technique...here used to accentuate roundness and
definition.
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ADVANCED DESIGN EFFECTS

Everything you see on
this page has been
printed in tinted
varnish...not ink. In each
case you get the clarity of
a conventional image but
with the subtlety offered
only by varnish.
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Here depth is the theme.
An illusion of looking
through a frame (the
chain linkfence) ata
mass of objects is
inherent in the original
photograph. That illusion
is further enhanced by
overprinting the chain link
fence with a gloss/dull
varnish degrade.Then
leaving the lumber pile
unvarnished puts even
more distance between it
and the fence.

ADVANCED DESIGN EFFECTS
Positively radiant! Tonal
varnish over the "halos"
causes you to look twice
in deciding whether or
not there's an actual
glow.

Dimensionality that you
could almost pick up and
throw. The top surface
and highlights are printed
in gloss varnish; grooves
and shadows in dull.The
soft, graduated transition
from highlight to shadow
...again,the tonal technique. ..comes about as
close to reality as is
possible in print.
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BACKGROUND
1. THE IMPORTANCE OF PLANNING
Varnishing effects are not difficult to
produce. Most of those demonstrated in this
booklet should be familiar to any experienced, quality-oriented printer.
However, because varnish does add an additional element to the printing process, it must
be considered an integral part of a job and
taken into account during the earliest stages
of planning. When problems do occur, they're
usually the result of introducing varnish as an
afterthought, particularly as a corrective for
oversights or complications in paper choice or
presswork.
Remember that varnishes differ considerably
from one to another and that a varnish which
works well with a specific paper and set of inks
may be unsuited to others.
Follow these guidelines and the potential for
varnishing problems will be greatly reduced:
A. Be sure that designer, production manager, and printer all
understand and are in agreement on specifications. Like any
variable in a job, varnish must be carefully chosen.
B. Make sure that varnish is compatible both with your press and
drying method and with your inks and paper stock.
\\A N \

C. Make sure that it is formulated to fit tack sequence.
sequence
v\\\v\NV^

D. Make sure that it will meet you r predetermined
end-use requirements (see page

*i>

*

\
X
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BACKGROUND
2. CHEMISTRY OF VARNISH
Varnishes contain various combinations of resins (providing
strength, body, and gloss), which are dissolved in drying oils (such as
tung, linseed, or an alkyd). Also included are solvents, waxes, and
sometimes pigments.
Although final selection of a resin/oil combination depends on
end-use requirements, the primary objective in formulating a gloss
varnish is to achieve high gloss with good rub resistance.
Resins with tung or linseed oil give the best gloss but have a tendency to yellow with time. This combination is used mainly in
commercial printing...brochures, reports, catalogs, and other nonimprintable jobs (see page 57). Resins with selected aklyds yield
a non-toxic, non-yellowing varnish but with less gloss and hardness.
This is used mainly in food packaging.
To reduce gloss in the formulation of a dull varnish, an agent is added
that contains platelet-like particles which migrate to the surface and
"stand" upright when the varnish has dried, scattering light and,
thus, reducing gloss.

3. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARNISH
Varnish is actually a type of ink. Although
sometimes tinted, it is usually clear. On press
and while drying, varnish behaves very much
like any other ink.
The characteristics of varnish have been
greatly improved over the past twenty years.
Today's varnishes set and dry faster, harder,
and glossier (or duller); and most of them
provide multiple features.
For example, a single varnish may combine
high gloss with fast drying and good rub
resistance.. .whereas in the past, varnishes
were limited to one or two features each.
Selecting any particular varnish usually meant
having to accept certain compromises.

Q r
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4. DIFFERENT VARNISH TYPES MEET DIFFERENT RUNNING NEEDS
Varnishes can be formulated for a variety
of uses. For sheet-fed offset, there are
both gloss and dull varnishes, some
applied in-line, others off-line. The in-line
varnishes have low tack for good trap
and are fast setting to minimize
absorption. Off-line varnishing (trapping over a dry ink film) produces
higher gloss because a thicker film
can be applied.
Gloss and dull varnishes are available
for web offset, too. The major difference between these and sheet-fed
varnishes is in their drying systems.
All varnishes formulated for web are
designed to release solvents by the
heatset (or oven drying) process.

5. SPECIFIC END-USE FEATURES
Varnishes can be made either "imprintable" (which is wax-free so that distributors' names and addresses can be
imprinted on catalog covers, for example) or "non-imprintable" (therefore
more scuff-resistant).
Varnishes can be formulated with
virtually any tack value (and thus be
compatible with any set of inks).
They can be "non-yellowing" (an
important feature in posters, point-ofpurchase and other items exposed to
light over long periods of time) and be
"low-odor" and "non-toxic" (for food
packaging).
They can have "low-slip" properties (reducing the tendency of
printed pieces to slide when stacked or pressed together). And they
can have "high rub resistance" (good protective qualities so neither
varnish nor ink is likely to rub off).
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BACKGROUND
6. HOW DOES VARNISH BEHAVE ON PRESS?
Although the running characteristics of varnish are almost identical
with those of ink, a few exceptions should be kept in mind.
An average film thickness is usually sufficient to achieve desired
effects. With more varnish, effects can be enhanced; however, too
thick a film, particularly at high press speeds, can cause "misting" or
blocking. Conversely, if a film is too thin, varnish drains into the paper
and its effect is lost. Thin films also have higher tack (again because
of fast drainage) that may become contaminated by the underlying
wet inks.

7. DRYING
Drying time for varnish is about the same as for ink and is influenced
by a combination of factors: type of varnish, type of ink overprinted,
percentage of ink coverage, paper characteristics, fountain solution,
humidity and temperature.
Most varnishes dry mainly by oxidation augmented by absorption
and evaporation. These varnishes are somewhat slow in hardening
(or polymerizing) and may require anti-setoff powder to prevent
sheets from sticking together. But powder reduces gloss
and gives a "sandy" feel to the sheet if too
much is used.

In
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8. WHICH TO CHOOSE...IN-UNE OR OFF-LINE VARNISHING?
All the demonstrations in this booklet were done in-line with the
exception of those on pages 3 , 6 , 7 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 34, 35, 38, 39, 48,
52, the wall paper on pg. 49, and the aerosol can and and its
spray on pg. 46.
Some of these demonstrations could also have been
produced in-line and were done off-line for reasons
unrelated to varnishing, such as practical press sheet
imposition.
We chose to concentrate on in-line varnishing to underscore the fact that varnishing isn't just for annual
reports and "exclusive" projects. Virtually any quality
piece can benefit from the advantages of varnish without
your having to incur the expense of an off-line operation.
Would any of these in-line demonstrations have looked better
if produced off-line? With many of them, the difference would be
slight. In-line varnishing technology has improved to the
point where it is a successful process.
However, most printers agree that day in and day
out...all things being equal...even better results can
be achieved off-line. When circumstances and
budget permit a choice, off-line...with its greater
thickness and greater "hold-out" over an ink
film...is probably the method to go with.
The watches on this page were varnished differently. Do either of them appear superior to your
eye? Can you determine which was created inline and which off-line? Turn to the next page to
see which is which.

9. WEB OR SHEET-FED?
Most varnishing today is done by sheet-fed offset. This
is because web inks are formulated to set by heat,
which drives off solvent, melts the resin, and produces
better leveling. Thus web inks dry to a glossier film than
sheet-fed inks.
When a web job is varnished, it is usually for dull or advanced
effects and it is done in-line. Adding a separate off-line operation would seem to negate all the speed and economy gained by
choosing web in the first place.
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COMMON PROBLEMS
\
Problem:
Failure to specify
imprintability

This is one of the most common and easily avoided varnishing problems. It occurs because a client fails to inform the printer that one or
more areas of a gloss varnished piece will be imprinted at a future
date. Or, in the case of folders, it's not specified that glue will later be
applied to tabs or other "structural" features.

Solution:
Plan ahead.

Without this information, the printer will naturally select one of the
glossier, more durable varieties in his shop; and apply it overall. This,
unfortunately, will make the piece non-imprintable. With hard waxes
providing high "slip" at the surface, there is no texture for additional
inks or glue to adhere to.

Problem:
Incompatibility between
ink and varnish

Incompatibility is no longer a frequent problem since inks and varnishes are usually supplied by the same manufacturer and formulated to work together, However, when special conditions arise and
products from different sources must be used, picking, reticulation,
slow drying, and other problems can occur.

Solution:
Plan ahead.
If problems do occur,
consult ink and varnish
suppliers.

Problem:
Burnishing or polishing

This condition occurs with dull varnish when dulling particles are flattened by scraping or when the spaces between them are moistened
by oil from fingers during handling. In both cases, a smoother surface is the result, which appears glossy in the affected areas.

Solution:
Order the hardest dull
varnish available.
Design so that dull
varnished areas have
least wear.

Problem:
Change of press
chemistry without
change of varnish

The result here is surprisingly long drying times. If, for example, it's
necessary to change a fountain solution, there may also be a corresponding change in the formulation of the varnish.

Solution:
Never change one
variable without
considering its effect
on all the others.

Problem:
Offset spray retention

This condition is manifest by a chalky, sandy, or gritty feel to the
paper, the surface of which is then susceptible to flaking. It is caused
by using large amounts of anti-offset powder.

Solution:
Specify a varnish
with minimum spray
requirement. Also run
minimum varnish film
thickness and smaller
lifts, which will require
less spray.

The answer: Image on left, produced
in-line; on right, off-line.
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Problem:
Misting

An attempt to apply too heavy a film may result in misting, in which
airborne particles of varnish fall erratically on the sheet and on press
equipment where they may interfere with proper functioning.

Solution:
Run only as much
varnish as is absolutely
necessary to achieve
desired results.

Problem:
Varnish ghosts

Varnish ghosts are faint silhouette images, usually milky white and
identical in shape to whatever backs them up on the reverse side
of a sheet.

Solution:
Varnish in-line orwait
until the inkfilm is
completely solvent
free. When ghosts do
occur, run additional
varnish; or, if the problem is noticed before
the job is finished,
blankthe remaining
sheets through the
press.

Such ghosts are created by ink solvent vapors breaking through the
varnish film. These vapors had been sealed in by the ink as it set.
When varnish is applied, it re-wets the ink surface and releases
them. The vapors then escape through the varnish, leaving behind
vent holes, which create the "ghostly" image.
The problem might be avoided altogether by varnishing in-line or by
waiting until the ink film is completely solvent free.
When ghosts do occur, an additional layer of varnish may be applied
to fill in the vent holes and create a uniform gloss (or dull) level. Experience has shown that the varnish originally used rarely works in this
role and finding one that does may require numerous trials.
If ghosts are noticed before the entire job has been varnished,
sheets can be blanked through a press equipped with an infra-red
heater. When such a press is not available, simply blanking the
sheets on a regular press can add enough oxygen to accelerate ink
drying.

Problem:
Crystallization

When a print has less gloss after varnishing than before or when
a gloss varnish produces dull effects the problem is usually
crystallization.
In a crystallized state, varnish beads up (like water on a freshly
waxed automobile) and scatters light instead of reflecting it.

Solution:
Minimize anti-offset
spray. If ink is
overheated, reheat the
ink or add beeswax
dissolved in BCA.

There are two causes for this condition: excess anti-offset spray and
ink that has accidentally been overheated during manufacture. In the
first case, the spray repels varnish; in the second, the melted wax
seals the ink surface, making it impervious to wetting by the
varnish.
When overheated wax is the suspected problem, immediately contact your ink supplier. The remedy may be either 1) heating the ink to
break up the wax plates or 2) adding to the varnish a solution of
beeswax dissolved in Butyl Carbitol Acetate (BCA). When mixed
with varnish, the BCA softens the wax plates, allowing the beeswax
to penetrate the dry ink film and form a bond.
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EXTRA PROTECTION
When protection rather than aesthetic effects is your primary objective, particularly with jobs other than the booklets, brochures, and
mailers that we've concentrated on here, there are several alternatives to overprint varnish that you may wish to consider.
Liquid
laminate

This is a clear plastic film bonded to printed surfaces with solvent or
a water-based adhesive. It is usually a finishing process reserved for
record jackets and textbook covers, but can also be used for special
very high gloss effects.

Water base coatings and These provide the durability of liquid laminate but can be applied by
water-miscible aqueous
lithographers "in house." They are used mainly in packaging on
coatings
board or heavy paper stock.
UV varnishes

Although they are inexpensive alternatives to lamination, UV varnishes are still expensive when compared to conventional overprint
varnish. Dried by ultraviolet radiation, they provide exceptional gloss
and rub resistance.

IDEA EXCHANGE
The S.D.Warren Idea Exchange
maintains a large Library of
Printed Samples. Approximately
15,000 different commercially
printed samples are filed in more
than 150 industry and graphic categories. One of the categories is
Varnishing. If you would like "varnishing ideas," write to the Idea
Exchange & Promotional Services,
S.D.Warren Company, A Subsidiary of Scott Paper Company,
225 Franklin Street, Boston,
Massachusetts 02101. Or, call
617-423-7300.
©1986,S.D. Warren Company,a
Subsidiary of Scott Paper Company, 225 Franklin Street, Boston,
MA. 02101
Printed in U.S.A. on Lustro Gloss
Cover 100 lb., Lustra Gloss 100 lb.,
Lustro Dull 100 lb., Lustro Dull
Cream 100 lb.

86-22
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Warren Paper Merchants
Idaho
Birmingham

Sloan Paper Co.

Huntsville

Athens Paper

Mobile

Strickland Paper Co.

Montgomery

Weaver Paper Co.

Unijax, Inc.

Boise

Minneapolis

Leslie Paper

Zellerbach Paper Co.

St. Paul

Inter-City Paper Co.

Champaign

Crescent Paper Co.

Jackson

Chicago

Bradner Smith & Co.

Illinois

Alaska
Anchorage

Mississippi

Chicago Paper Co.
Hobart/Mclntosh Paper Co.

Zellerbach Paper Co.

Marquette/Jim Walter Papers

Phoenix

Zellerbach Paper Co.

Tucson

Zellerbach Paper Co.

Arkansas
Western Paper Co.

California
Fresno

Zellerbach Paper Co.

Los Angeles

LaSalle Paper Co.

Sacramento

Zellerbach Paper Co.

San Diego

Zellerbach Paper Co.

San Francisco

Zellerbach Paper Co.

Zellerbach Paper Co.

St. Louis

Dixon Paper Co.
Carpenter Paper Co.
Dixon Paper Co.

bhaughnessy-Kmep-Hawe Paper Co
lobey hne Papers

Peoria

Tobey Peoria Paper Co.

Montana

Rock Island

Leslie Paper

Billings

Dixon Paper Co.

Great Falls

Zellerbach Paper Co.

Indiana
Fort Wayne

Taylor Martin Papers

Nebraska

Indianapolis

Crescent Paper Co.

Lincoln

Ris Paper Co, Inc.
South Bend

Ris Paper Co, Inc.

Omaha

Iowa
Midwestern Paper Co.

Nevada

Des Moines

Leslie Paper

Las Vegas

LaSalle Paper Co.
Zellerbach Paper Co.

Midwestern Paper Co.

Reno

Western Paper Co.

Concord

Kansas
Wichita

Carpenter Paper Co.
Western Paper Co.

Cedar Rapids

Sioux City

Carpenter Paper Co.
Western Paper Co.

Midwestern Paper Co.

Denver

Midwestern Paper Co.
Tobey Fine Papers

Midland Paper Co.

Colorado
Colorado Springs

Sloan Paper Co.

Missouri
Kansas City

LaSalle Messinger Paper Co.

Arizona

Little Rock

Minnesota
Dixon Paper Co.

Zellerbach Paper Co.

New Hampshire

Zellerbach Paper Co.

C M . Rice Paper Co.

Grand Junction

Dixon Paper Co.

Kentucky

Pueblo

Dixon Paper Co.

Lexington

Southern Paper Co.

East Rutherford

Bulkley Dunton

Louisville

Louisville/Southeastern Paper Co.

Newark

Central Paper Co.

Connecticut

New Jersey

Louisiana

Rutherford

Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.

Trenton

Central Paper Co.

Hartford

Carter Rice
Lindenmeyr Paper Corp

Baton Rouge

New Haven

Carter Rice

Lafayette

Butler Paper

New Mexico

New Orleans

Palmer Paper Co.

Albuquerque

District of Columbia
Washington

Stanford Paper Co.
Virginia Paper Co.

Palmer Paper Co.

Shreveport

Orlando

Portland

Maryland

Palmer Paper Co.

Baltimore

Palmer Paper Co.

Georgia

Boston

Hawaii
Honolulu

Ailing and Cory

Seneca Paper Co.
Baldwin Paper Co.
Bulkley Dunton
Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
Rochester

Ailing and Cory

Syracuse

Ailing and Cory

Utica

Ailing and Cory

Seneca Paper Co.

Carter Rice
The Century Paper Co., Inc.

Seneca Paper Co.

Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
Springfield

Carter Rice

Woburn

C.H. Robinson Co.

Worcester

Carter Rice

Michigan
Detroit

Chope-Stevens Paper Co.
Seaman-Patrick Paper Co.

Grand Rapids

Carpenter Paper Co.
Quimby-Walstrom Paper Co.
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New York City

Wilcox Walter Furlong Paper Co.

HOPACO
Zellerbach Paper Co

Ailing and Cory

Marquardt & Co., Inc.

Sloan Paper Co.
Sloan Paper Co.

Hudson Valley Paper Co.

Buffalo

Baltimore-Warner Paper Co.

Massachusetts

Virginia Paper Co.
Columbus

C M . Rice Paper Co.

Butler Paper
Columbia

Hudson Valley Paper Co.
Seneca Paper Co.

C.H.Robinson Co.

Virginia Paper Co.

Virginia Paper Co.

Atlanta

New York
Albany

Palmer Paper Co.

Virginia Paper Co.
Tampa

Butler Paper
Western Paper Co.

Maine

Virginia Paper Co.
Miami

Dixon Paper Co.

Unijax, Inc.

Binghamton

Florida
Jacksonville

Butler Paper

Lansing

Copco Papers/Dudley Division

Saginaw

Copco Papers/Dudley Division

North Carolina
Charlotte

Export and Foreign

Tennessee
Caskie Paper Co., Inc.

Chattanooga

Southern Paper Co.

Dillard Paper Co.
Virginia Paper Co.

Sloan Paper Co.

Knoxville

Dillard Paper Co.

Fayetteville

Caskie Paper Co., Inc.

Southern Paper Co.

Greensboro

Dillard Paper Co.

Memphis

Western Paper Co.

Virginia Paper Co.

Nashville

Athens Paper

Raleigh

Dillard Paper Co.
Virginia Paper Co.

Wilmington
Winston-Salem

Dillard Paper Co.
Dillard Paper Co.

Ohio
Cincinnati
Cleveland

Oklahoma City
Tulsa

Buntin Reid Paper
Barber-Ellis

Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.

Saskatoon

Barber-Ellis

Monarch Paper Co.

Toronto

Buntin Reid Paper

Dixon Paper Co.

Vancouver

Barber-Ellis

Monarch Paper Co.

Winnipeg

Ba r bcr-E' : is

Australia

Edwards Dunlop and B.

Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.

Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.
Houston

Dixon Paper Co.

San Antonio

Monarch Paper Co.

Waco

Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.

Western Paper Co.
Mead Merchants

Utah

Western Paper Co.

Salt Lake City

Dixon Paper Co.
Zellerbach Paper Co.

Zellerbach Paper Co.

Vermont
Burlington

Pennsylvania
Allentown

Ailing and Cory

Virginia

Erie

Ailing and Cory

Bristol

Philadelphia

Ailing and Cory

Lynchburg

Hudson Valley Paper Co.

Dillard Paper Co.
Caskie Paper Co., Inc.
Dillard Paper Co.

Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
Pittsburgh

Ailing and Cory

Norfolk

Scranton

Ailing and Cory

Richmond

Dillard Paper Co.
Dillard Paper Co.
Virginia Paper Co.

Rhode Island
Pawtucket

Carter Rice

Rumford

The Rourke-Eno Paper Co., Inc.

Roanoke

Dillard Paper Co.

Virginia Beach

Virginia Paper Co.

Washington

South Carolina
Charleston

Dillard Paper Co.

Columbia

Dillard Paper Co.

Greenville

Monarch Paper Co.

Graphic Papers

Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.
Lubbock

Oregon
Portland

Lauzier Little, Inc.
Regina

Fort Worth

Oklahoma

Les papiers graphigues

Monarch Paper Co.

Cleveland Paper Co.

Commerce Paper Co.

Barber-Ellis

Montreal

Austin

Ailing and Cory

Ris Paper Co., Inc.

Barber-Ellis

Edmonton

Ottawa

El Paso

Dayton

Canada
Calgary

Dixon Paper Co.

Ris Paper Co., Inc.

Toledo

Moller & Rothe, Inc.

Amarillo

Nationwide Papers

Cordage Papers/Columbus Division

New York

Texas

Dallas

Columbus

New York City,

Seattle

Zellerbach Paper Co.

Spokane

Zellerbach Paper Co.

Virginia Paper Co.

West Virginia

Caskie Paper Co., Inc.

Huntington

Dillard Paper Co.

Cordage Papers/Huntington

Wisconsin
Appleton

Universal Paper Corp.

Madison

Universal Paper Corp.

Milwaukee

Hobart/Mclntosh-Bouer Div

New Berlin

Universal Paper Corp.

Reliable Paper Co.
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